The Militants’ Next Step

in the campaign for Amalgamation and a Labor Party must be the publication of

A National Workers Daily

in the English language

A Nationwide Campaign opened to raise a $100,000 Fund

The time for this step is not only opportune. It is a time which makes a great daily newspaper an absolute necessity. Great historical changes are occurring in the United States. Struggles unequalled in this country lie in the immediate future. Dangers never before faced by the American workers are coming upon the Labor movement. The time has arrived when capitalism no longer tolerates even a semblance of a free Labor movement but advances to destroy it. It is inconceivable that militant workers of this country should enter this period without having at their command at least one great newspaper to act as their informant, guide and leader.

The birth of a Federated Farmer-Labor Party presages a new struggle for the Labor Party idea on a greater scale than heretofore. The militants must reach the rank and file of labor with a spirited propaganda carried on every day in the week in a matter which only a Daily newspaper makes possible.

The Amalgamation movement has reached a stage where a more intense agitation and education is necessary to make further progress. The yellow officialdom are uniting to drive the militants out of the unions. The militants must answer with their heaviest artillery — by forming a Daily which will expose the treachery of these reactionaries and bring the message of revolutionary trade unionism to the broad masses of the Workers.

The English daily will be published in Chicago on November 7, 1923

By the Workers’ Party of America

The sum of $100,000 must be raised to make this possible. The Workers’ Publishing Company has been organized as the controlling body. Membership in this Company is open to all workers through the purchase of preferred stock selling at $5 per share. All militant workers should subscribe to this fund.

Buy a Share Yourself Now
Sell a Share to a Fellow Worker

Daily Worker Publishing Company, Inc.
799 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Daily Worker Stock Application

Daily Worker Publishing Co., Inc.
799 Broadway, New York City.
Comrades:

I hereby make application for ________ shares of preferred stock of the Worker Publishing Co. at $5 per share. Herewith find $__________ in payment.

Stock certificate to be mailed to me at the address below:

Name ________________________________________
Address ________________________________________
City ________________________________________

Text of an ad appearing in The Labor Herald, September 1923, inside front cover.

This machine-readable version of the document edited by Tim Davenport for Marxists Internet Archive.
Footnotes:
1. Footnotes start here.